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ABSTRACT: Biomineralization provides load-bearing and protective functions
to living organisms by reinforcing soft tissues. Translation of biomineralization
principles to materials science in a controlled and self-organized fashion is highly
desirable but challenging. A major lesson from natural systems is that
crystallization may be controlled by compartmentalization and templating.
Here, we develop a crystallization technique based on graphene oxide-mediated
compartmentalization and on templating prismatic growth of calcite nanocoatings via control of ionic diﬀusivity into the microcompartments, which
results in a multistage, self-organized crystallization and represents an eﬀective
strategy for providing continuous nanocoatings and enhancing the tribological
performance of polymeric surfaces under contact stresses. The present research
oﬀers a bottom-up approach of using very basic biomineralization principles for
the protection of polymeric surfaces, which are of interest for biomedical
applications and the fabrication of high-performance functional materials in a
sustainable manner.

■

INTRODUCTION
Mechanical protectionresistance to contact stresses imposed
by external mechanical stimulihas been a central need in the
survival of a diverse group of living organisms from minute
Arthropoda to gigantic Mammals.1−3 Mechanistically, materials
that possess higher hardness and stiﬀness exhibit greater
resistance to residual deformations and contact damages (e.g.,
penetration, wear, and abrasion), a determining factor for the
tribological performance of materials.4 Hence, the demand for
mechanical protection can be addressed by reinforcing the
contact regions. Remarkably, tissue hardening has been the
evolutionary solution of nature to support this demand and
promote the tribological performance and protective function of
biological tissues.5−7 Biomineralization, by far, has been the
greatest solution for the enhancement of tribological characteristics of biological materials in which the presence of mineral
blocks improves the hardness and elastic modulus of the organic
tissues by more than 1 order of magnitude.7 Tissue hardening
comes with its own cost associated with the required additional
formation process, imposing limitations on ﬂexibility and often
incrementing the tissues’ brittleness. Consequently, materials’
hardening often forms at the contact areas rather than in the
entire soft tissues, shaping a protective shield. Biological hard
shields have been frequently deployed at the exterior layer
(contact region) of a variety of mechanically demanding tissues
such as biting mouthparts,8 appendages,9,10 and cuticle of
invertebrates11,12 and dermal armor of vertebrates,13,14 which
© 2021 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society

are prone to high contact stresses and tribological damages.
Many exterior layers, exempliﬁed by enamels in vertebrate
teeth15 and prismatic layers in invertebrate shells,16 are
composed of prisms of diﬀerent compositions, sizes, and
elongation degrees oriented normal to the surface.
Bioinspiration of prismatic coatings with tribological performance and deploying them for biomedical applications has been a
desired objective for materials scientists.17−20 Yet, forming
continuous prismatic minerals in a controlled and self-organized
fashion and compatible with diﬀerent substrates remains a
challenging target. Current synthetic routes to prismatic
coatings are based on seeded mineralization,21 where the
templating eﬀect between polymeric matrices and mineralized
layers is indispensable.18,22 Though the prismatic mineral can
exhibit the comparable mechanical performance with their
biogenic counterparts,21 the selection pool of polymer matrices
is limited to few hydrophilic candidates. By contrast,
biomineralization of mollusk shells proceeds in the sealed
microcompartments called extrapallial space, wherein the
sophisticated microenvironment guarantees the sequential
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Figure 1. Formation kinetics of mineralized nanocoatings on GO-covered PVC/chitosan substrates. (a) Time-resolved POM images showing the
growth kinetics of the CaCO3 nanocoatings deposited on GO-covered PVC substrates. (b) CLSM images (height view) showing time-resolved
topographic information of growing CaCO3 nanocoatings on GO-covered chitosan substrates (Supporting Information Figure S2a−d). (c) CLSM
(laser view) and SEM images showing the structure of particulate seeds on GO-covered PVC/chitosan substrates. (d) SEM image and Raman map
showing the structural information of growing nanocoatings on GO-covered PVC/chitosan substrates. Raman spectroscopic image of the ν1
vibrational band of carbonate showing a transition between a typical growing domain of the CaCO3 nanocoating and the superimposed GO layers. See
supporting Raman spectroscopic information in Supporting Information Figure S4a−c.

deposition of prismatic and nacreous mineralized layers.16,23
This biomineralization scenario highlights the multiple roles of
the interior mantle tissuea skin-like tissue beneath the
mollusk’s body wall, which not only controls the diﬀusion of
reactants in microcompartments for the establishment of a
dynamic microenvironment but templates the deposition of the
continuous, prismatic layer on which prisms continued growing
to full thickness. In mimics of biogenic microcompartments,
conﬁned physical agents exempliﬁed by narrow space,24 porous
solids,25 and microdroplets26 were introduced to promote the
occurrence of complex structures via self-organized mineralization. Nevertheless, none exhibits morphological similarity to
biominerals as such physical conﬁned space lacks ionic
permeation capability and cannot maintain constant supersaturation levels in the course of mineralization. It is therefore
anticipated that the establishment of a bioinspired route based
on compartmentalization can eventually integrate prismatic
layers with variant polymeric surfaces, endowing the latter with
superior tribological characteristics. The success in principle can
reward us with reinforced polymeric surfaces, which is of great
interest for biomedical applications.
In the current work, we deployed a bioinspired compartmentalization to develop an alternative biomineralization route to
forming and integrating continuous crystalline prismatic nanocoatings with polymeric substrates, resulting in a pronounced
enhancement in the tribological performance of the polymeric
substrates. Graphene oxide (GO)-mediated compartmentalization set up a self-organized microenvironment, wherein the
selective permeation of reactants guaranteed the formation of
continuous nanocoatings. Moreover, the superimposed GO
layer also functioned as a surface of heterogeneous nucleation,
facilitating the formation of prismatic nanocoatings with vertical
orientational preference. GO-mediated compartmentalization
aﬀorded us an emerging opportunity to establish a general

approach of integrating prismatic nanocoatings with variant
polymeric surfaces and therefore of using the fundamental
biomineralization principle of the reinforcement of soft tissues
for the protection of polymeric surfaces in a sustainable manner.

■

RESULTS
Formation of Prismatic Nanocoatings. Multiple timeresolved microscopic tools were deployed to disclose the
formation and development of nanocoatings on GO-covered
polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/chitosan substrates (Supporting
Information Figure S1a,b), aiming for elucidating a clear
spatiotemporal evolution in the course of crystallization.
Time-resolved polarized optical microscopic (POM) images
illustrated the occurrence of sporadic polydomains on GOcovered PVC, followed by their lateral expansion to the
conﬂuence at the millimeter length scale (Figure 1a). The
varied birefringent contrast of each growing polydomain
denoted their random lateral orientation. Furthermore, timeresolved confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) provided
a detailed structural progress at the microscopic length scale.
The CLSM results obtained from GO-covered chitosan
conﬁrmed that the initially formed seeds were several micrometers in height, which was notably higher than that of fully
grown nanocoatings (Figure 1b and Supporting Information
Figure S2a−d). Moreover, the formation of seeds in the GOcovered chitosan microcompartments was disclosed by the
appearance of GO wrinkles atop in an exemplary scanning
electron microscopic (SEM) image (Figure 1cSEM). Therefore, the enrichment of Ca2+ by the localization of the
superimposed GO layers27 could lead to high supersaturation
levels in the narrow space between the superimposed GO layer
and the polymeric substrates, and consequently, self-organized
crystallization caused the local occurrence of 3D seeds (Figure
9241
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1c). These seeds were crystalline and calcitic in polymorphs,
which were revealed by the strong birefringent contrast under
polarized light (Figure 1a4 h) and the corresponding calcite
Raman bands (Supporting Information Figure S3).
The GO-covered PVC/chitosan substrates next compartmentalized the lateral, concentric expansion of the domains,
each of which was centered by a 3D seed (Figure 1b). The
growth front of each domain showed a constant value of
thickness in the course of lateral expansion (Supporting
Information Figure S2c,d), and the collected Raman map
illustrated the calcitic character of the growth front of an
exemplary domain (Figure 1dRaman map and Supporting
Information Figure S4a−c). Notably, we found a gap of about 10
μm in width between the edge of the superimposed GO layer
and the growth front of a growing domain underneath (Figure
1dSEM), where the fast permeation of Ca2+ through the
superimposed GO layer28 should be critical to the continuous
spread of growing domains. With time, the 3D seeds continued
ﬂattening until their height was comparable to that of growing
nanocoatings (Supporting Information Figure S2b−d). The
tight contact of the GO layer on continuous nanocoatings
blocked the further thickening of the continuous nanocoatings.
Comparably, the coverage of Marsh’s membranes is responsible
for the termination of the thickening of prismatic layers in the
formation of mollusk shells.29
Characterization of CaCO3 Nanocoatings. The mineralization led to the mineral deposition on GO-covered PVC/
chitosan substrates eventually (Figure 2a−d). The structural
continuity and polycrystalline texture of both nanocoatings on
polymeric substrates were evidenced by POM (Figure 2a,c), and
cross-sectional SEM images (Figure 2b,d) provided unambiguous evidence that the CaCO3 nanocoatings were uniformly
sandwiched by the superimposed GO layer and polymeric
substrates. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images
associated with selective area electron diﬀraction patterns
demonstrated that the selected nanodomains were characteristic
of single crystalline-like structures with the (1 0 4) facet being in
parallel to the substrate (Figure 3a,b). These TEM results,
together with the dominance of the (1 0 4) peak in the X-ray
diﬀraction (XRD) pattern (Supporting Information Figure S5),
revealed that the nanocoatings were prismatic in ultrastructural
form and approximately oriented in the vertical direction. A
crystallization protocol proceeding on pristine PVC led to the
deposition of sporadic microcrystals instead (Supporting
Information Figure S6), ascribed to the weak binding aﬃnity
between hydrated Ca2+ and PVC that caused the large
magnitude of the diﬀusive barrier for reacting cations to reach
the polymeric surface.30,31 This comparison experiment
conﬁrmed that the superimposed GO layer played a pivotal
role in the formation of continuous nanocoatings.
As a proof of concept, GO-mediated compartmentalization
successfully delivered continuous CaCO3 nanocoatings on
polyethylene ﬁlms, patterned chitosan surfaces, and silk ﬁbroin
and Nylon 66 ﬁbers evidenced by the intense band (ν1) of calcite
Raman spectrum (Supporting Information Figure S7a−c),
which suggested that compartmentalization could become a
general approach for growing CaCO3 nanocoatings on variant
polymeric substrates. Moreover, it is worth noting that the
presence of the PAA constituents was also indispensable for the
formation of uniform nanocoatings as a comparison experiment
showed that crystallization in its absence led to the deposition of
individual rhombohedral crystals (Supporting Information
Figure S8a,b), in agreement with a previous ﬁnding.32 To our
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Figure 2. Characterization of the CaCO3 nanocoatings deposited on
GO-covered PVC/chitosan substrates. (a,c) POM images of CaCO3
nanocoatings deposited on GO adsorbed PVC (a) and chitosan (c)
substrates. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of the CaCO3 nanocoatings
deposited on PVC reveal a prismatic structure of CaCO3 ﬁlms with a
clear rhombohedral morphology. The yellow arrow denotes the gap
between CaCO3 nanocoatings and PVC substrates. (d) Cross-sectional
SEM (left) and AFM (right) of the CaCO3 nanocoatings deposited on
chitosan disclose the formation of CaCO3 minerals with a granular
architecture.

knowledge, no superimposed GO layer has been used as
microcompartments for the formation of crystalline ﬁlms,
though individual GO nanosheets functioned as colloidal
additives for the morphosyntheses of CaCO3 crystals.33
GO-covered PVC/chitosan substrates led to the distinct
ultrastructural forms of the prismatic nanocoatings. Nanocoatings on GO-covered PVC were composed of rhombohedral
nanoprisms, where single crystalline-like nanoprisms were
tightly packed and roughly oriented with the exposure of lowenergy, calcitic (1 0 4) planes (Figure 2b). The interface
between adjacent nanoprisms was ﬁlled with a thin layer of
amorphous-like structures, which could be assumedly composed
of CaCO3−PAA constituents (Figure 3a). The polymer-rich
constituents were expelled from growing nanoprisms in the
course of crystallization34,35 and, in principle, could function as
interprismatic layers that gave rise to the fracture resistance of
the prismatic nanocoatings.36 In contrast, the nanocoatings
deposited on GO-covered chitosan were composed of granular,
nanocrystalline structures (Figures 2d and 3b), which was
reminiscent of the nanoparticle accretion pathway37a non9242
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Figure 3. Ultrastructural and orientational information of the prismatic nanocoatings. (a,b) Bright-ﬁeld TEM images and related SAED patterns of the
CaCO3 nanocoatings deposited on PVC (a) and chitosan (b) substrates showing the preferred vertical orientation of the prismatic CaCO3. In image
(b), HR-TEM images show the orientation of the nanocrystalline grains, where coincident lines indicate the presence of a small-angled mismatch (θ) of
about 3° between adjacent crystalline nanodomains. Black arrows in the HR-TEM image denote the interface between adjacent nanocrystals, and the
squares in both TEM images illustrate the domains for collecting SAED patterns. (c) 3D illustration showing a structural match between the calcitic (1
0 4) facet and the graphene plane.

Figure 4. Mechanism of calcite formation on GO and graphene surfaces by MD simulations. (a,b) Incorporation of small Ca2+/CO32− clusters into a
large domain on the graphene surface, where both images show the moments before (a) and after (b) incorporation. The calcite-like clusters are
highlighted by dashed cyan-purple circles. The atomic structure of the calcite (1 0 4) face (top view) is inserted in image (b), typical arrangement of
Ca2+ of the calcite (1 0 4) face in an exemplary cluster is highlighted with a zigzag-shaped yellow line. (c−f) Snapshots of Ca2+/CO32− clusters formed
on graphene [images (c,e) are top- and side-view, respectively] and GO [images (d,f) are top- and side-view, respectively] surfaces by MD simulation.
Water molecules and hydrogen atoms are not shown for clarity.

classical crystallization pathway proceeding in high supersaturation levels.38 The ultrastructural diﬀerence in both

nanocoatings can be primarily ascribed to the distinct thickness
of the superimposed GO layers on PVC/chitosan substrates,
9243
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with the GO substrate. The presence of oxidized groups (such as
hydroxyl and epoxy ones) near the hydrophobic domain
increased the binding aﬃnity of the substrate to Ca2+/CO32−
ions, accelerating the adsorption process of Ca2+/CO32− ions to
its surface.44 Hence, the relatively hydrophilic domain on the
margin of GO nanosheets was responsible for the enrichment of
Ca2+/CO32− clusters, and the relatively hydrophobic domain
close to the margins became the favored positions for CaCO3
crystallization. Experimentally, the nucleation proceeding in the
marginal domains of superimposed GO layers was disclosed in a
CLSM image (Figure 1c), which veriﬁes the validity of the MD
simulation. The preferential nucleation on the superimposed
GO layer was reminiscent of periostracal mineralization, where
the thin, prismatic layer in direct contact with the periostracum
was formed on the inner surface of the mantle tissue atop.46
Besides the templating eﬀect, GO-mediated compartmentalization should exhibit an impact on the morphogenesis via the
selective permeation of cations in microcompartments. A series
of comparison experiments were therefore deployed to disclose
the impact of the cationic diﬀusivity of GO on the structural
outcome of the mineralized products. Chemical reduction
selectively removed hydroxyl and epoxy groups in the
hydrophilic framework of GO, resulting in the formation of
reduced GO (rGO) carrying relatively large diﬀusive barriers of
Ca2+ permeation.44 In a comparison test, rGO-covered PVC led
to the formation of discontinuous CaCO3 polydomains 1.04 ±
0.05 μm (N = 10) in thickness (Supporting Information Figure
S10a,b), which veriﬁes the important role of the cationic
permeability of the superimposed layers. In addition to hydroxyl
and epoxy groups, carboxyl groups in the sp3 domains of GO
also played a key role in the diﬀusion of Ca2+ into
microcompartments for crystallization purposes. In the course
of CaCO3 crystallization, the abrupt addition of transition metal
cations such as Cu2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+ terminated the continuous
growth of crystalline CaCO3 polydomains (Supporting
Information Figure S11a−c) because the transportation of
Ca2+ through the superimposed GO layer was blocked owing to
the formation of coordinate complexes between the d electrons
of the transition metal cations and the carboxyl groups of GO.47
Moreover, the permeability of metal cations is pivotal for their
diﬀusion through the superimposed GO layers. In a comparison
mineralization, the relatively fast permeation of hydrated Ba2+
led to the deposition of discontinuous BaCO3 nanocoatings
659.9 ± 60.1 nm (N = 10) in thickness on GO-covered PVC
(Supporting Information Figure S12), which was attributed to
the relatively large size of Ba2+ that led to a weaker hydration
layer and weaker interactions with the oxidation groups of
GO.47,48 These results verify that the compartmentalization
characterized by the selective permeation of metal cations
through the GO membranes gave rise to the formation of
continuous crystalline nanocoatings. Though previous studies
have used GO in the morphogenesis of CaCO3 minerals,33,49
none has taken advantage of the cationic permeability of GO for
the establishment of reaction-diﬀusion systems in the delivery of
self-organized CaCO3 nanocoatings.
Tribological Characteristics of Prismatic Nanocoatings. The tribological performance of thin coatings, such as
resistance to wear and scratch damages, is determined by
parameters such as surface roughness, mechanical properties of
coating and substrate, cohesive strength of the coating, and
coating-substrate interfacial adhesion. To quantify the tribological performance of the prismatic nanocoatings and evaluate
the stability of the coating-substrate system, we conducted a

suggesting that the relatively small thicknesses of the superimposed GO layers on PVC (Supporting Information Figure
S1c) facilitate the diﬀusion of Ca2+ in microcompartments and
promote the stepwise growth of nanoprisms. By contrast, the
relatively thick GO layers on chitosan (Supporting Information
Figure S1c) could increase the diﬃculty of Ca2+ diﬀusivity
dramatically, which eventually caused the retardancy of
crystallization. Moreover, the chitosan substrate rich in
hydrogen bonding interactions in principle has an impact on
the enrichment of calcium cations in microcompartments that
could cause the increase of the local supersaturation levels for
the formation of nanocoatings granular in nature. By contrast,
PVC lacks apparent molecular interactions with reactants, and
the crystallization behaviors in GO-covered PVC should be
mainly guided by the superimposed GO layers. Therefore, both
the distinct thickness of the superimposed GO layers and the
chemistry of the polymeric surfaces caused the morphological
diﬀerence of both nanocoatings.
Additionally, the revealed small-angled mismatch of 1−3°
between nanocrystalline grains in the nanocoatings on GOcovered chitosan [Figure 3bhigh-resolution TEM (HRTEM)] conﬁrmed that coherent nanocrystals were not strictly
crystallographically ordered, and its appearance was assumedly
attributed to the imperfect accretion of nanoparticles at extreme
supersaturation levels.39,40 It is worth noting that small-angled
misoriented interfaces in coherent nanocrystals can give rise to
crack deﬂectiona universal toughening mechanism for
biominerals and nanostructured hybrids at the nanoscale.41,42
The promotion of calcitic growth on the superimposed GO
layers can be attributed to the complementary structural match
between the sp2 domain of GO nanosheets and the calcitic (1 0
4) facet (Figure 3c). Similarly, the formation of crystalline ﬁlms
in the polymeric matrices has been reported by Kato and coworkers, where the structural match between polyvinyl alcohol
and aragonite CaCO3 led to the formation of needle-like crystals
underneath.43
Mechanistic Understanding of Templating and Compartmentalization. In the nanocoatings deposited on GOcovered PVC, relatively small rhombohedral nanocrystals were
closely associated with the superimposed GO layer (Figure 2b
SEM). This result suggested that the crystallization could start
from the GO surface instead of the polymeric substrates. Prior to
lateral growth, the selective nucleation of CaCO3 on GO can be
ascribed to the amphiphilic nature of GO owing to its spatial
delocalization of sp2 (relatively hydrophobic) and sp3 (relatively
hydrophilic) domains.44 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
was employed to explore the mechanism of calcite formation on
GO and graphene surfaces (Supporting Information Figure S9).
The relatively weak cation−π interaction45 enriched Ca2+/
CO32− ions on the graphene surface, which led to the in-plane
movement of Ca2+/CO32− clusters, and consequently, an
ordered domain was formed via the incorporation of small
Ca2+/CO32− clusters, exhibiting a calcite-like structure (Figure
4a,b dashed circles). Based on the MD simulation results, it is
reasonable to infer that the delocalized hydrophobic domain of
GO nanosheets should exhibit a high aﬃnity to the calcite (1 0
4) facet owing to the geometric match (Figure 4c,e), which was
in line with the experimental results [Figure 3a,bselected area
electron diﬀraction (SAED) patterns]. By contrast, the MD
simulation showed that the Ca2+ and CO32− ions tended to form
3D disordered clusters on the GO surface (Figure 4d,f), and
moreover, these Ca2+/CO32− clusters were diﬃcult to move
freely on the GO surface ascribed to their strong binding aﬃnity
9244
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Figure 5. Tribological performance of the nanocoatings and corresponding polymeric substrates. (a) Schematic model of the scratch test showing a
gradual increase in the normal load along the scratch track. (b) Sliding resistance, (c) critical normal forces, and (d) critical mean pressure of the
samples showing the enhancement in the mechanical response of the polymeric samples after nanocoatings. Data are shown as mean ± S.D. (N = 6).
(e) Post-scratch optical and electron microscopy micrographs captured from the scratch tracks showing the diﬀerent damage modes. The delamination
damages in and around the scratch tracks in coated PVC sample reveal a weak adhesion between the PVC and crystalline nanocoatings (e-i and
Supporting Information Figure S14b). In contrast, cohesive micro-cracking and proper adhesion to the substrate in coated chitosan samples (e-ii and
Supporting Information Figure S14c) reveal the promising tribological performance of the sample.

series of ramped load micro-scratch tests50 (Figure 5a), wherein
the surface of the sample was exposed to an incremental normal
load (FN) over a lateral displacement (L). The recorded lateral
forces (FL) along the scratch track revealed a higher sliding
resistance (FL/L) in the coated samples in comparison to the

polymeric substrate (Figure 5b). This increment can be mainly
attributed to the higher surface roughness and structural texture
of the prismatic nanocoating. The post-scratch optical micrographs (Figure 5e) demonstrated a lower penetration depth in
the coated samples as evidenced by the narrowing of the residual
9245
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scratch tracks (Figure 5e, areas highlighted in yellow), which can
be correlated to the higher elastic moduli of the coated samples
(Supporting Information Figure S13).
Remarkably, the critical normal force (FNC)a force required
to induce the ﬁrst residual deformation on the sample surface
has been signiﬁcantly improved for the coated samples (Figure
5c). This means that despite a decrease in the contact area and
consequently an increase in contact stress, the mineralized
nanocoating advances the resistance to scratch. This enhancement in tribological performance was clearly evidenced by the
calculated critical mean pressure (Pm),51 which is required to
induce inelastic damages as a result of a scratch (Figure 5d).
Despite the similarities in the enhancement of tribological
properties of the coated samples, our post-scratch microscopic
investigation on the coated samples revealed that applied
stresses result in two diﬀerent damage mechanisms, namely,
delamination and compaction in coated PVC and coated
chitosan samples, respectively (Supporting Information Figure
S14a). Yet, to conﬁrm the compaction mechanism in the coated
chitosan sample, we used a coated chitosan sample with a glass
backplate in which the rigidity of the glass backplate conﬁnes the
strain, resulting in a drastic increase in contact stress.
A ∼16-fold increase in the critical normal force and pressure
in coated chitosan with a glass backplate sample compared to
non-coated chitosan conﬁrmed our proposed compaction
mechanism and suggested that the dominant damage mode in
prismatic coatings should be related to a strain mismatch
between the substrate and coating rather than a cohesive failure.
This hypothesis was examined by our in-depth post-scratch
microscopic investigation on the scratch tracks, providing clear
insights into induced damages in the mineral coating and
coating-substrate systems. Two distinct damage mechanisms in
the coated samples (Figure 5eSEM and Supporting
Information Figure S14b,c) revealed that while the scratch
tracks in coated chitosan samples with a glass backplate only
showed cohesive micro-cracking [Figure 5eSEM (right) and
Supporting Information Figure S14c], the coated PVC sample
contained adhesion failures and delamination supported by the
exposure of the PVC substrate [Figure 5eSEM (left) and
Supporting Information Figure S14b]. Furthermore, the far-ﬁeld
delamination in the coated PVC sample conﬁrmed that a weak
adhesion between the coating and PVC was replaced by a strong
adhesion between the chitosan and prismatic coatings.

Compartmentalization ensured the integration of prismatic
nanocoatings on varied polymeric substratesregardless of
hydrophilic or hydrophobicdirectly from an aqueous phase
without the involvement of harsh treatments and chemicals.
Additionally, the prismatic CaCO3 nanocoating can be removed
from the polymeric substrates simply by acid washing.
Therefore, this emerging approach shows a considerable
advantage compared with current liquid deposition processes,
including sol−gel deposition and layer-by-layer assembly. As a
comparison, sol−gel approaches involve the use of organic
precursor phases and evaporation of volatile constituents56 and
the granular thin ﬁlms obtained, irrelevant of their amorphous or
crystalline nature, show moderate hardening performance, while
layer-by-layer deposition contains tedious circulation in
polyelectrolyte solutions and counter-charged colloidal dispersions.57
The biomineralization strategy based on compartmentalization and templating was used to develop a crystallization
approach for reinforcing multiple polymeric substrates with
prismatic nanocoatings. Moreover, the superimposed GO
layersin mimics of the mantle tissue in mollusk animals
can be characterized, and there is the potential to systematically
change structural parameters such as particle size, surface charge,
and organization to study the impact of dynamic reactiondiﬀusion systems on the ultrastructural forms. Hence,
compartmentalization-mediated crystallization can become a
rational, self-organized approach for the solution-based
deposition of crystalline thin ﬁlms on variant polymeric
substrates with the availability of precise ultrastructural control,
where subsequent characterization facilitates the comprehensive
understanding of the inﬂuence of compartmentalization on the
formation-structure−property of these complex architectures.
This bioinspired strategy introduced herein can be extended for
the integration of engineering and functional nanocoatings on
polymer materials for the fabrication of sustainable materials
with the reconciliation of multiple functions. Plastic pollution
undoubtedly is becoming one of the major challenges in the
coming decades and centuries. The strategy proposed here has
been evolved by nature dating back to hundreds of million years
ago and can be used for the enhancement of the durability of
plastic materials and thus increased time of usage in a sustainable
manner in the near future.

DISCUSSION
Unlike the GO-mediated compartmentalization introduced
herein, the existing conﬁning agents such as patterned
surfaces,52 liquid droplets,26 pores,25 and membranes53 lack
the capability of fast, selective ionic permeation. Though
reacting ions can diﬀuse freely in physically conﬁned space,
the crystallization depletes reacting reagents quickly, proceeds
under near-equilibrium conditions, and ﬁnally leads to isolated
microcrystals instead of continuous (thin) ﬁlms.54 By contrast,
superimposed GO layers compartmentalize and template the
formation of prismatic nanocoatings, determining the rate,
location, and face selectivity of CaCO3 nucleation by taking
advantage of the crystallographic structure, amphiphilic nature,
and shape-anisotropy of individual GO nanosheets and their
layered assembly mode. This coupled eﬀect exhibits profound
similarities to the initial stages of mollusk shells16,46 and
coccolith55 biogenesis in terms of localization and structural
control.

Preparation of the GO Dispersions. GO was prepared from
natural graphite powder (Sigma-Aldrich, ∼325 mesh particle size,
≥99%) by a modiﬁed Hummers method58 and puriﬁed by dialysis
(dialysis membrane information: Spectra/Por 2, MWCO 8000−
14,000) for 2 weeks to remove the impurities. The solid content of
GO was 10 mg mL−1 with the gravimetric method. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was used to evaluate the size distribution of GO
nanosheets (Supporting Information Figure S15a). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used for the chemical analysis of
GO nanosheets (Supporting Information Figure S15b).
Preparation of Polymeric Substrates. Chitosan thin ﬁlms on
glass substrates were prepared as follows. A volume of 30 μL 1 wt %
chitosan-acetic acid solution (chitosan: Mw = 3.0 × 105 g mol−1,
viscosity: 800−2000 cP, deacetylation degree: 95%, Sigma-Aldrich;
acetic acid: ≥99.8%, analytical standard) was dropped on a cover glass
(10 mm × 10 mm, pretreated with Piranha solution), followed by a
spin-coating process with a spin rate of 5000 rpm for 45 s. Piranha
solution was made fresh in glassware before each use. The solution was
prepared in a fume hood, and the operator wore gloves, a lab coat, and
safety goggles. Free-standing chitosan ﬁlms were prepared as follows.
The degassed (ultrasonication) chitosan acetic acid solution (1 wt %)

■

■
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was cast onto a glass plate to ensure solution thickness of about 1 mm,
and the wet ﬁlm together with the plate was exposed to air in ambient
condition for 12 h. After that, the glass plate was immersed in a solution
of 4 wt % sodium hydroxide (reagent grade, ≥98%, anhydrous pellets)
for 10 min. The peeled-oﬀ ﬁlm was thoroughly washed with deionized
water and then air-dried at RT. PVC thin ﬁlms on a silicon wafer were
prepared as follows. A volume of 50 μL 3 wt % PVC−tributyl phosphate
(TBP) solution (PVC: K-value 72-71, Aladdin; TBP: AR, Sinopharm
Chemical Reagent) was dipped on silicon wafers (10 mm × 10 mm,
pretreated with Piranha solution), followed by a spin-coating process
with a spin rate of 5000 rpm for 45 s. Finally, the polymer ﬁlms together
with their substrates were dried at 60 °C in a vacuum oven for 12 h.
Masked removed chitosan thin ﬁlms on glass substrates were prepared
as follows. Chitosan solution was dipped aside a PDMS mask (lines
with both width and pitch distance of 10 μm) that was placed on the
substrate beforehand. Capillary force allowed the polymer solution to
ﬁll up the void space of the stamp to reduce the total free energy of the
system. After solvent evaporation at a temperature of 60 °C for 24 h, the
PDMS stamps were carefully peeled oﬀ from the substrate. PVC and PE
sheets (99% in purity; 1 mm in thickness; Shanghai Meidi Polymer
Company) and Nylon ﬁbers (99% in purity; 1 mm in thickness;
Shanghai Meidi Polymer Company) were rinsed three times with
alcohol and deionized water, respectively, and then used for
characterization and experiments. Regenerated silk ﬁbroin ﬁbers (SF;
from cocoons of the silkworm Bombyx mori) were prepared based on
the standard procedure provided by Kaplan and co-workers.59
Adsorption of GO on the Polymeric Substrates. Polymeric
substrates were ﬁrst immersed in the GO dispersion (8 mg mL−1) for 1
min, followed by rinsing with deionized water to wash out residual GO
(Supporting Information Figure S1a). Finally, the polymeric substrates
were dried under nitrogen ﬂow before being used for characterization
and mineralization. Mask removed PVC/chitosan thin ﬁlms for the
height measurements of superimposed GO layers (Supporting
Information Figure S1c) were prepared as follows. A rectangularshaped PDMS mask (5 mm × 10 mm) was attached to the pre-existing
PVC/chitosan thin ﬁlms deposited on silicon wafers (10 mm × 10
mm), covering half of the substrate. Then, 1 mL GO dispersions (8 mg
mL−1) were dropped on the exposed half of the substrate for 1 min. GO
was rinsed oﬀ with ultrapure water afterward. Finally, the PDMS stamps
were removed to expose the area without the adsorption of GO. See
fabrication details in Supporting Information Figure S16a.
Deposition of the CaCO3 Mineral on Polymeric Substrates.
Polymeric substrates with or without GO adsorption were used for
CaCO3 mineralization. First, the substrates were immersed in a volume
of 4 mL 20 mM aqueous CaCl2 solution (AR, Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent) in the presence of 0.01 g L−1 poly(acrylic acid) sodium salt
(PAA; average Mw = 3 × 103 g mol−1, 50 wt % in water, Sigma-Aldrich).
A standard gas-diﬀusion method based on the decomposition of
(NH4)2CO3 (AR, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent) was used for CaCO3
mineralization in a sealed desiccator for a period of 48 h. Subsequently,
the substrates together with the deposits were removed and rinsed with
deionized water three times before storage and characterization. In
comparison experiments, mineralization proceeded in the absence of
PAA additives.
Mineralization on rGO-Covered Polymeric Substrates. The
rGO-adsorbed PVC ﬁlms were also used for mineralization studies. To
obtain rGO-covered PVC ﬁlms, GO-covered PVC ﬁlms were immersed
in a 150 mM NaBH4 (AR, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent) aqueous
solution for 2 h. Afterward, the ﬁlms were washed with deionized water
three times. XPS was used for the chemical analysis of rGO.
Mineralization of BaCO3 Nanocoatings. BaCO3 nanocoatings
were mineralized using 20 mM BaCl2 (AR, Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent) solution in the presence of 0.01 g L−1 PAA, respectively. GOcovered PVC ﬁlms were used as receiving substrates for the deposition
of these mineralized nanocoatings.
Adsorption of Ca2+ on rGO and GO. For the preparation of rGO,
lyophilized GO monoliths were immersed in a 10 mM NaBH4 aqueous
solution for 2 h. The monoliths were dialyzed in deionized water three
times for 24 h each and lyophilized again before use. Dry rGO/GO
powders 10 mg in weight were immersed in 20 mL of 20 mmol L−1
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CaCl2 aqueous solution for 30 min. After the removal of rGO/GO
powders by centrifugation, Ca2+ concentrations were measured with a
calcium selective electrode for the calculation of the adsorption of Ca2+
on the rGO/GO powders.
Impedance of the Growth of CaCO3 Nanocoatings with
Transition Metal Cations. To test whether the presence of transition
metal cations could halt the formation of CaCO3 nanocoatings, a
growing nanocoating on GO-covered PVC for a period of 10 h was
rinsed with deionized water and quickly transferred to a solution
comprising 20 mM CaCl2, 0.01 g L−1 PAA, and 20 mM CuCl2/ZnCl2/
NiCl2 (AR, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent) to continue gas-diﬀusion
mineralization for another 12 h. Subsequently, the substrates together
with the deposits were removed and rinsed with deionized water three
times before storage and characterization.
Tribological Studies. For tribological studies, a Triboindenter TI950 (Hysitron-Bruker) equipped with a 3D Omniprobe transducer
(Hysitron-Bruker) and a 50 μm cono-spherical tip was used. A ramped
normal load of 120 mN for a length of 600 μm and 25 s was set and used
as a scratch function. The post-scratch micrographs were captured
using a digital microscope (Leica DVM6) and a ﬁeld emission scanning
electron microscope (JSM-7500F, JEOL). The indentation elastic
moduli of the samples were measured using a standard transducer with
a 30 mN maximum load capacity and a cube-corner tip calibrated for
the required range using a standard fused quartz sample (E = 69 GPa).
The Oliver−Pharr method60 was used to extract the elastic modulus
using the recorded loading−unloading curves.
Raman Spectroscopy and Imaging. Raman spectra of polymers,
GO-covered polymers, and growing CaCO3 nanocoatings on GOcovered chitosan were acquired on a HORIBA XploRA Plus (France)
micro-Raman system equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooling detector.
To collect Raman spectra, parameters including 532 nm excitation
wavelength, a ×50 microscope objective, a numerical aperture of 0.55,
and a 1200 mm−1 grating were used to generate a resolution of ∼3 cm−1.
A confocal Raman microscope (alpha300 R from WITec, Germany)
equipped with a 532 nm laser was used for Raman spectroscopic
imaging, where 1.2, 0.6, and 2.0 mW were used for chitosan, PVC, and
growing CaCO3 nanocoatings on GO-covered polymeric substrates,
respectively. The microscope objective used for the spectroscopic
imaging of GO-covered chitosan and PVC was ×100 (0.90 NA). The
surface was scanned using 200 nm steps, and full spectra for each pixel
were acquired (1 and 3 s integration times for chitosan and PVC,
respectively). The microscope objective used for mapping images of
growing CaCO3 nanocoatings on GO-covered chitosan was ×20 (0.4
NA). The surface was scanned using 1 μm steps, and full spectra for
each pixel were acquired (10 s integration time). A front illumination
electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (DU970-FI from Andor)
was placed behind a grating (600 mm−1) spectrograph with a spectral
resolution of ∼3 cm−1.
The WITec Control FOUR (version 4.0, WITec) and WITec
Project Five (version 5.2, Plus Version, WITec) were used for
measurements and data analyses, respectively. The GO images were
generated by integrating the intensity of the signal of the wavenumber
ranges of the G band (1587 cm−1) after background subtraction. The
calcite images were generated by integrating the intensity of the signal
of the wavenumber ranges of the symmetric stretching mode of
carbonate ion (ν1, 1086 cm−1). The polymorphic assignment of CaCO3
was veriﬁed according to ref 61.
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy. A VK-X200 confocal laser
scanning microscope was used to characterize the GO-covered
polymeric substrates and growing CaCO3 nanocoatings with a laser
wavelength of 408 nm. All images were collected in the expert mode.
The topographic information of the samples was analyzed as follows.
The high and low locations of the samples were determined beforehand
under the laser power source, where the Z-range was approximately 2
μm. The brightness of the laser was automatically set to be 7000 by the
software. The Z pitch (distance between data points) was 0.16 μm
under the RPD algorithm, which enabled high-precision results. The
measurement mode was “transparent (ﬁlm)”, which measured all peaks
to quantify the topographic information of transparent materials. The
measurement quality was “super high deﬁnition”, which denoted that
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the laser scanning method was “left-to-right, right-to-left”. This laser
scanning method was used to capture high-resolution, height, and laserintensity images. The height analyses were performed on the software
VK-analyzer, which provided proﬁle information of straight lines on the
height images.
Electron Microscopy. SEM images were captured by a Hitachi
S4800 scanning electron microscope using a 5 kV acceleration voltage.
First, the sample was treated with liquid nitrogen, and the fractured thin
ﬁlms were stuck onto a double-side conducting tape. Finally, the sample
was sputtered with a layer of 8 nm platinum by using a JFC-600 sputter
coater before characterization.
A focused ion beam (FIB)−TEM sample was prepared by using a
Hitachi NB5000. A thin layer of SiO2 was deposited on the sample by
using gas-assisted deposition to protect the surface during milling and
lift-out. The samples were polished to a ﬁnal thickness of about 50−80
nm using a 50 pA current after lift-out and transferred onto the TEM
grid. A JEM-2100 transmission electron microscope (200 kV) was
employed to examine nanocoatings.
MD Simulation Studies. In this work, all MD simulations were
performed in the NVT ensemble with NAMD.62 Periodic boundary
conditions were applied to all of the three directions. Atoms of the
graphene and GO were ﬁxed in all the simulations. A temperature of
298 K was maintained with only non-hydrogen atoms aﬀected. A time
step of 1 fs was used with atom coordinates saved every 20 ps. The
particle mesh Ewald summation63 was used to calculate the full-system
periodic electrostatic interactions, with a cutoﬀ of 1.2 nm for the
separation of the direct and reciprocal space summation. The cutoﬀ
distance for van der Waals interaction was 1.2 nm.
The simulation box (10.08 × 10.22 × 8.00 nm3) was constructed by a
graphene/GO surface (with a size of 10.08 × 10.22 nm2), ∼16,200 Tip
3p water molecules, and 200 Ca2+/CO32− ion pairs (Supporting
Information Figure S11). The atomic conﬁguration of GO was
obtained according to the reported DFT calculation.64 To correctly
describe interactions between Ca2+ and graphene, the cation−π eﬀect
was induced according to previous reports.45,65 The CHARMM 27 AA
force ﬁeld66 was applied for the graphene/GO substrate. For the force
ﬁeld parameters of Ca 2+ /CO32− and the Ca 2+ /CO 32− −water
interaction, the model developed by Shen et al. was used (LennardJones potentials),67 which is ﬁtted from the Raiteri’s model
(Buckingham potentials).68 To gain reliable results, 3 × 90 ns runs
were carried out for both graphene and GO systems.
Additional Characterizations. A PHI Quantum-2000 XPS was
used to record the XPS spectra of GO and rGO. POM images were
collected by an Olympus BX53-P optical microscope equipped with
polarizers. The XRD results were obtained by using an X’pert PRO,
PANalytical, X-ray diﬀractometer equipped with Cu Kα radiation,
where the diﬀraction patterns were generated with the instrument
operation at 40 mA and 40 kV with a step size at 0.016°. AFM images
were obtained using an atomic force microscope (Dimension FastScan,
Bruker, USA) in ScanAsyst mode and using a SCANASYST-AIR tip to
determine the size distribution and thickness of GO and the
ultrastructural forms of the CaCO3 nanocoatings.
Data Analysis. Data analysis and plotting were done using
OriginPro software. Values are reported in mean ± SD format.
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systematic setup of MD simulations; and columnar
diagram showing the indentation elastic moduli of the
polymeric substrates and mineralized nanocoatings
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